
10. Third Declension!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
First declension nouns are generally end in a or h, are usually feminine, and follow only 
one pattern. !!
Second declension nouns generally end in an o, may be masculine or neuter, and follow 
two patterns which differ slightly from each other.!!
Third declension nouns end in a consonant and may be masculine, feminine, or neuter. 
They are in yellow below.!

Let’s look first at the noun savrx.  Savrx is a third declension, feminine noun. The stem of 
savrx is sark. It is pretty easy to see how the endings are attached to sark except in 
the nominative singular. !

We would expect  sarkV!!
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Third declension nouns may be masculine, feminine, or neuter and have a 
stem that ends in a consonant.



But instead we get sarx!
Here is what happened: The ks was changed to a x. If you think about it, this makes 
perfect sense. The sound a x makes is “ks.”!!

sarkV  >  sarx 
!

Time Out!

This the perfect opportunity to introduce you to the Square of Stops.!!
The Square of Stops is a table that tells you what happens when certain consonants 
collide. You can find it on page 6 of the Master Chart!!

Collision of Consonants!
The Square of Stops!!

The Square of Stops is a nifty way to show how consonants collide to create new 
letters. For the most part, it is intuitive. !

If two letters collide in such a way that they sound like a third letter, Greek simply 
replaces the two colliding letters with the letter whose sound they make. !
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!
There are two primary letters which create this collision: sigma and theta.!!

Addition of Sigma!!
Labials are made with the lips as in p, b, and f. !!

Try pronouncing any labial plus sigma:!

ps, bs fs  
Can you see why the result is a !

y?!
!
Velars are made in the back of the throat as in k, g, and c.!!

Try pronouncing any velar plus sigma:!

ks, gs cs  
Can you see why the result is a !

x?!
!

Dentals are made when the tongue touches the front teeth as in t, d, and q.!!
Try pronouncing any dental plus sigma:!

ts, ds qs  
Can you see why the result is a !

s?!
The dental is dropped because it is so awkward to pronounce it before the sigma.!! !
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Addition of Theta!

!
Unvoiced consonants do not engage the vocal chords. Try pronouncing p, k, and t 
and notice that the vocal chords are not used.!!
Voiced consonants engage the vocal chords. Try pronouncing b, g, and d and notice 
that the vocal chords are used.!!
Aspirate consonants involve the flow of air. Try pronouncing f, c, and q and notice the 
flow of air.!!

Interesting, eh?!!!
Here is the general rule: When you add q to a voiced or unvoiced aspirate, it becomes 
the related aspirate. For example:!!!
When a q is added to the labials p and b, it becomes fq. In other words!!

pq  >  fq 
bq  >  fq 

!!
When a q is added to the velars k and g, it becomes cq. In other words!!

kq  >  cq 
gq  >  cq 

!!
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When a q is added to the dentals t and d, it becomes sq. In other words!!
tq  >  sq 
dq  >  sq 

!!!!
If this is overwhelming right now, don’t worry. 
We will have the opportunity to see this again 
and again. You will get the hang of it. !!!!!

!
Back to Third Declension!

!
The neuter noun, fwvV, is built on the stem fwt. !!
It is obvious how the endings are being attached 
except in the nominative singular and dative 
plural. Remember the Square of Stops?!!
When sigma is added to a dental, the dental is 
dropped (see p. 61 above).!

ts > s !
So fwtV becomes fwV (nominative singular)!

and!
fwtsin becomes fwsin (dative plural)!!!
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Also, please notice that the nominative singular forms are often odd but the !!
genitive forms are always regular. !!

If you want to find out in what consonant a third declension noun ends, look at the 
genitive singular form. Remove the noun ending (oV) and you will see the final 
consonant. !!!!!
Some Greek students are terrified of third declension 
nouns. This is a problem because there are lots of them! 
There is no need to fear. Although they are not as 
consistent as first and second declension nouns, the 
patterns are fairly easy to see in context.!!!!!!!!!
Here are examples of masculine, feminine, and neuter third declension nouns which 
play by the rules: ajnhvr, gunhv, and o[noma.!

!
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!!!
Here are examples of some third declension nouns that do not perfectly follow the chart. 
However, notice the similarities. !!

!
The best way to master third declension nouns is to read lots of Greek. And that is fun!!

!!

cavriV, oV, hJ pathvr, patroV, 
oJ iJereuvV, evwV, oJ gevnoV, ouV, tov

Nominative!
subject  cavriV  pathvr  iJereuvV  gevnoV

Genitive!
possession cavritoV patrovV iJerevwV gevnouV

Dative!
in, with, to, by cavriti patriv iJerei: gevnei

Accusative!
object cavrin patevra iJereva gevnoV

Nominative!
subject cavriteV patevreV iJerei:V gevnh

Genitive!
possession carivtwn patevrwn iJerevwn genw:n

Dative!
in, with, to, by cavrisi(n) patravsi(n) iJereusi(n) gevnesi(n)

Accusative!
object cavritaV patevraV iJerei:V gevnh
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Let’s practice our third declension with a sentence.!!
pivstiV swv/zei a[ndraV kai; gunai:kaV th:/ duvnamei  
     faith            saves            men             and             women         by the       power!!
th:V   cavritoV. 1

  of             grace!!

!
!!!
In this example, the Greek word order is similar to 
English so the translation is easy:!!!!
Faith saves men and women by the power of grace.!! !!!!!

word ending case function in sentence

pivstiV V nominative subject

a[ndraV kai; gunai:kaV aV accusative 
(plural) object

cavritoV oV genitive possession

duvnamei i dative indirect object
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�  Notice that we do not translate the article. Abstract nouns in Greek often have the article in Greek. We 1

do not use in in English.



Conclusion!!
So there you have it: The syntax and morphology of Greek nouns. !!
You may be blown away by this week. Do not be discouraged! As we continue on 
together we will see this over and over. You will learn to recognize these patterns and it 
will start to make sense. !!
If you have never studied a highly inflected language (where words change forms a lot) 
these ideas are completely new to you. No not worry if you find it difficult. That is 
normal! !!
We are developing uncharted areas of your mind. This is a good thing! Your brain is 
getting bigger. Pretty soon you will look like those really smart aliens on Star Trek.!

!!!!
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